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POPULATION ATTRIBUTABLE FRACTIONS: ADDITIONAL FORMULA 

PAFs were also calculated using another formula, which is only appropriate to use when no 

confounding is present [1]. The unadjusted PAFs were incorporated into the Monte Carlo 

simulations to calculate 95% confidence intervals for the adjusted PAFs. By doing so, we 

accounted for the likely residual confounding in the RR estimates. The following formula 

includes the unadjusted relative risk (RRunadj), comparing most sedentary individuals with the 

least sedentary, and the prevalence of sedentary behaviour in the UK population (p0):  

𝑃𝐴𝐹(%) =
𝑝0(𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑗 − 1)

𝑝0(𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑗 − 1) + 1
𝑥100 

Unadjusted RRs were derived from several meta-analyses cited by a recent report from the US 

government[2], as were the adjusted RR estimates discussed in the methods section of the 

research report. Studies which were excluded for the adjusted RR estimates were similarly 

omitted from the pooled unadjusted RR estimates (Table 1). Unadjusted RR estimates represent 

the crude RR without accounting for any confounders however, the crude associations had not 

been published for all studies. Therefore, authors of the papers who had not included a crude 

or age-adjusted association were contacted by email and additional results were requested. 

Twelve authors (16 studies) were emailed and requested to provide further results. Eight 

authors (67%) responded, and five of those were able to provide additional results. Studies 

which had adjusted for more than age and sex in their minimally-adjusted model were excluded 

in sensitivity analyses, in which no large differences in the RRs were seen.  

  



Table 1. PAFs produced using unadjusted relative risk estimates. 

Health outcome  RR (95% CI)1 
 

PAF (95% CI) 

(%)2 

Type 2 diabetes 
 

2.42 (1.94, 3.02) 
 

31.3% (23.6%, 38.3%) 

CVD incidence 
 

1.33 (1.16, 1.52) 
 

9.6% (4.3%, 14.6%) 

All-cause 

mortality 
 

1.53 (1.33, 1.77) 
 

14.5% (9.1%, 19.6%) 

Lung cancer 
 

1.35 (0.95, 1.92) 
 

10.1% (-11.7%, 27.6%) 

Colon cancer 
 

1.10 (1.00, 1.20) 
 

3.1% (-0.5%, 6.6%) 

Endometrial 

cancer   1.50 (1.32, 1.71) 
 

13.3% (8.7%, 17.7%) 

RR = relative risk; CI = confidence interval; PAF = population attributable fraction.  
1Minimally adjusted RRs were extracted from individual studies and pooled to give an 

unadjusted RR estimate.  
2PAFs were calculated using Formula 2 detailed in supplementary file 2. Confidence 

intervals were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations (N=250000).  
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